I. Fill in (20 points)

1.) _____________, who has come to stay because the children need her 2.) “_____________ influence,” becomes quite active in Maycomb, joining various organizations. Scout is baffled by her aunt’s “preoccupation with 3.) ______________,” and by her “What Is Best For The Family” notions. Alexandra is determined to get 4.) ______________ to make the children understand the importance of their “gentle breeding.” However, when 5.) ______________ starts to cry, because 6.) ______________ is behaving and speaking in ways totally unlike him, he tells the children to forget the discussion about the importance of family. The tension between Atticus and Alexandra intensifies. One evening, after a fight with Jem, Scout finds 7.) ______________, who has run away from 8.) ______________, under her bed. Atticus obtains permission from 9.) ______________ for Dill to spend the night. Dill explains to Scout that he ran away because his mother and new 10.) ______________ aren’t interested in him.

II. Short Answer (15 points)

1. How does Atticus respond to Alexandra’s suggestion that they don’t need Cal anymore?

2. How does Atticus deal with finding Dill in Scout’s room?

3. Aunt Alexandra believes that “gentle breeding” is a result of heredity: that some people are better than others simply because of the families they come from. Scout, on the other hand, believes that “Fine folks were people who did the best they could with the sense they had.” What do you believe?
III. True/False. Extra Credit

1._______ Dill tells Scout he ran away from home because his new stepfather punished him unjustly for something he didn’t do.

2._______ Jem convinces Mr. Cunningham and the lynch mob to go away from the jail.

3._______ Jem tells Scout the “mixed” children are lucky since both the Negroes and the whites accept them.

4._______ Atticus has Bob Ewell prove in court that he can write, establishing the fact that he is left-handed.

5._______ Atticus has Tom Robinson stand up to show the court he is a thin, frail man.